
LBP-2W in white with oak desktop and white lightbox panel with silver logo lettering

With the dual role of adding to the aesthetic appeal

and at the same time protecting the smooth white

lacquered finish of the lightbox section, a post

mounted glass counter cap is standard on all

evolutión
®

light models and is available in a choice of

3 colours. 
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Clear glass counter Blue glass counter Grey glass counter



evolutión® light special in white with low level lightbox and white graphics panel
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“It does exactly what we wanted it to do.

The low height and lightbox make it the

ideal focal point. Like an open fire 

- it’s warm and inviting”

Adoption Plus

“With Clarke Rendall, the quality is always

good, and so are their presentation

materials. I gave them a problem and they

came up with a great solution”

Vision Inspired



BZ-RP in white with blue etch effect acrylic upstand and plinth lighting
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classic type Z

CBZ-RP in orange

CZ-FP in cherry

BZ-NP in white



BZ-RP in white with shaped walnut laminate upstand and special polished recessed plinth
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classic type Z

A highly innovative use of materials, as standard

The beautifully simple styling of evolutión
®

classic type Z is

achieved through a feature privacy screen. Fabricated

from a curved piece of high quality cast acrylic, this

section is available in a range of etch effect film

finishes as standard, and can also display cut-out

logos and graphics. 

For a more traditional

twist on this contemporary shape,

why not specify evolutión
®

classic

type Z with a formed screen

finished in a plain colour or

woodgrain finish.



B1 Special in maple veneer
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classic type 1

Timeless design equals timeless appeal

Part of the original range, evolutión
®

classic type 1 continues to provide the ideal

reception desk solution to a diverse array of project requirements. 

The thinking behind this eloquent and minimal design was based on listening

to the market, and creating a simple yet superbly flexible solution in response. It

was the strongest possible of foundations on which to base a design, and it’s as true

today as it was then. Which is why evolutión
®

classic type 1 is still an extremely

popular product today and promises to continue as such for the foreseeable future.
B1-2DDALR-RP special in maple



C1-NP in walnut with blue effect glass upstand and cut-out logo lettering
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classic type 1

B1-L-RP special in maple C1-SR-RP special in maple B1 Compact-RP in cherry


